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1

General Description of the Prototype

This deliverable is the first iteration outcome of the Task 3.2 "Anonymous
personalization over open, trustless media platforms". Being the first out of three
iterations it is also a software prototype which contains the Bloomen related services
for the privacy preserving techniques, personalization and identity management over
blockchain enabled media delivery platforms. As described in the Description of Action,
this task focuses on the research issues and the development of the identity
management framework, including the anonymity and personalization functionalities.
First, given the decentralized nature of the P2P architecture proposed by the project, the
task focuses on how to distribute and decentralize the identity management
functionality that is present in current centralized media sharing frameworks, including
the options for users and other third parties to set this functionality themselves as
opposed to depending on central systems administrators. Second, the task addresses
how to distribute the identity management functionality across the different levels of
the P2P architecture with a blockchain level, a middleware layer and an application
level. Finally, the task investigates how, with the complexity induced by both the
decentralization and the multi-layered architecture, identity management can be made
to be universal, i.e., how it can extend across very dissimilar use cases inside the
Bloomen project. The final outcome of the development work will be a set of software
modules that provide the desired functionality of identity management and control over
P2P networks. Moreover, the task will research and implement all necessary data
privacy enhancing mechanisms that are necessary for the Bloomen framework. This
mechanism will reflect the whole lifecycle of the data privacy management including
the collection, storage, sharing and deleting of the data in the Bloomen P2P network. In
particular the mechanism will ensure anonymization of data when necessary,
separation of data (what needs to be pushed on blockchains and what to remain on
user device) and additional confidentiality measures (such as encryption, separation of
data from context etc.). Data access control (authentication / authorization) and privacy
policies will be implemented as well.
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2
2.1

Preface: Solution Concept

Introduction to Anonymous Personalization

The idea of anonymous personalization services over open and trustless media
blockchain networks is still a new technology concept at the time of writing. Privacy
preserving techniques and identity management on blockchain platforms are not
implementations that are taken for granted nowadays. On the contrary, they formed a
rather underdeveloped field since public blockchains made their first appearance in
2009 because they contradicted to the public logic of the blockchain. Nevertheless,
technology evolution lead to permissioned (or private) blockchains making their
appearance. The goal was to create blockchain ledgers that are only accessible by the
authorized members and not by anybody that is able to download the corresponding
application (e.g. Bitcoin, Ethereum and others).
However, anonymity over blockchains is still not solved only with the use of
permissioned blockchains; since, inside the same private blockchain network, the
identities of its users are revealed to one another and vice versa. This is happening
because blockchains offer pseudonymity, not anonymity. In every blockchain network,
either public or permissioned, all the network nodes have access to every transaction
submitted to the ledger. Hence, one is able to track the transactions of an individual by
the latter's digital address. This is due to user pseudonymity. On the other hand,
anonymity inside a network happens when a participant can learn nothing about the
personal information (and identity) of another participant.
Today, a lot of research on anonymity inside blockchain networks is active.
Dozens of efforts towards anonymizing user activity and preserving user privacy in
blockchains are in progress. For the purposes of the current demonstrator, research has
been conducted on the field "Anonymity on blockchain networks". The most important
and helpful publications which lead to the conception of Anonymous Personalization in
Bloomen and clarified how this integration will become more efficient are cited below:
❖ On blockchain-based anonymized dataset distribution platform
❖ Lessons Learned from Implementing a Privacy-Preserving Smart Contract in
Ethereum & Update: Lessons Learned from Implementing a Privacy-Preserving
Smart Contract in Ethereum
❖ Privacy-aware and blockchain connected gateways for users to access legacy
IoT devices
❖ Enhancing Anonymity of Bitcoin Based on Ring Signature Algorithm
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2.2

Anonymous Personalization in Bloomen

Furthermore, in order to personalize content based on user preference or direct
other personalized services to users, one has to anonymize user activity in the first
place. Bloomen Blockchain Platform will use anonymous personalization to:
❖ Have any-service provider use and exploit personalized user data only when
authorized by the user themselves
❖ Have services been delivered to customers while hiding their true identity from
their service (content) provider or other users
Therefore, BBP requirements for anonymous personalization are simple and
straightforward. BBP needs:
❖ To use an anonymization feature on the applicable use cases
❖ To have a system where anonymity is maintained among customer choices
In order to accomplish both needs of BBP for anonymous personalization, the following
conditions are necessary:
❖ User identification being achieved outside the blockchain network (before the
user enters the network as a participant)
❖ No one inside the blockchain network being aware of a user's real identity
The solution concept that satisfies the conditions above is included in the following
approach:

Figure 1 . Concept of Anonymous Personalization inside Blockchain Networks.

As it was stated before and implied by this figure, a user will be identified before
entering the blockchain network. Firstly, a single user will submit their real identity in an
external off-chain database-like structure having the role of a user identification
authority outside the blockchain network. Afterwards, this authority will deliver a unique
hash ID back to the user; with this hash ID the user will be able to participate in the
blockchain network. Therefore, the hash ID will be the only way that another network
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participant can identify this user inside the blockchain network. This technique applies
decently on media use cases where there is a content provider and an end-user.
The current demonstrator approaches the anonymous personalization problem
on the WebTV Use Case. A content provider can only learn the hash ID of an already
externally identified participant user inside the blockchain network. Thus, the content
provider knows that the user is a legal participant in the network, however, they cannot
tell anything about the user's real identity.
Additionally, the user is able to select some specific information visibility from a
list of preferences. As it is shown along the deliverable, a possible list of such
preferences could be their list of purchased videos, their recently viewed videos, their
location, their company' name, their gender, their age. Moreover, according to the
selected visibility of preferences, a content provider can learn more information about a
certain hash ID. For example, if a user permits visibility to their age, the content provider
can associate the user's hash ID and age; but still not being able to associate it with the
latter's real identity, since the real identity information never enters the blockchain
network.
In the next section, a detailed architecture schema of the prototype demonstrator
shows in both conceptual and technical terms its functionalities.
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3

Demonstrator Architecture

The following figure is describing in detail the demonstrator's architecture. Its
scope is both conceptual and technical and the core functionalities deliverable are
displayed. They are all explained in deep detail inside the deliverable.

Figure 2. The demonstrator's architecture.
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4

Package Information & Installation Instructions

In this chapter all the package information and installation instructions of the
demonstrator are described. First, a detailed analysis of all the platforms and the
different plugins is given and, afterwards, an installation tutorial is described step by
step.

4.1

Package Information
4.1.1 Hyperledger

Hyperledger Fabric is a blockchain framework implementation and one of the
Hyperledger projects hosted by The Linux Foundation. Intended as a foundation for
developing applications and solutions with a modular architecture, Hyperledger Fabric
allows components, such as implemented consensus algorithms and membership
services, to be plug-and-play. In its current architecture, the processing of transactions
is separated into i) distributed logic processing and agreement, or simply "chaincode",
ii) transaction ordering, and iii) transaction validation and commitment. This separation
provides several advantages; fewer levels of trust and verification are required across
node types, and network scalability and performance are optimized. Hyperledger Fabric
leverages container technology (Docker) to host smart contracts called "chaincodes"
that comprise the application logic of the system. Hyperledger Fabric was initially
contributed by Digital Asset and IBM, as a result of the first hackathon. In the current
demonstrator we use Hyperledger Fabric version 1.1. Afterwards, Hyperledger
Composer is introduced.
Hyperledger Composer is an extensive, open development toolset and
framework to make developing blockchain applications more simple. Its primary goal is
to make it easier to integrate blockchain applications with the existing business
systems. Composer is mainly used in order to rapidly develop use cases and deploy
new blockchain solutions in weeks rather than months. Composer allows the developer
to model their business network and integrate existing systems and data with their
blockchain applications.
Hyperledger Composer supports the existing Fabric blockchain infrastructure
and runtime, allowing the use of pluggable blockchain consensus algorithms in order to
ensure that transactions are validated in accordance with the defined policy by the
designated business network participants. Everyday applications can consume the data
from business networks providing end users with simple and controlled access points.
Hyperledger Composer is mostly useful to quickly model a current business
network, containing the already existing assets and transactions related to the latter;
assets are tangible or intangible goods, services, or property. Part of a business network
model are the transactions which can interact with assets. Business networks also
include the participants who interact with them; each of these participants can be
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associated with a unique identity, across multiple business networks. In this
demonstrator we use Hyperledger Composer version 0.19.9.
As it is implied so far, Hyperledger Fabric nodes are managed by Hyperledger
Composer. There are three types of nodes:
❖ Client or submitting-client: a client that submits a transaction-invocation and
broadcasts transaction-proposals to the ordering service before they are
committed to the ledger.
❖ Peer: a node that commits transactions on the ledger and maintains a copy of
the ledger.
❖ Ordering-service-node or orderer: a node running the communication service
between the blockchain network nodes and ensuring the validity of the
committed transactions through the used consensus algorithm.

4.1.2 Business Networks
In order to represent one business with the Hyperledger Composer logic, it is necessary
to create a Business Network Definition; it is composed of:
● a set of model files
● a set of JavaScript files
● an access control file
The whole business logic, transaction logic, participants permissions and others are
represented in a packaged Business Network Definition called Business Network
Archive file (e.g. business.bna). When deployed on Fabric, this archive file outputs the
up and running business blockchain network.
Firstly, Hyperledger Composer uses its scripts to start up the Hyperledger Fabric
nodes in order to begin building the blockchain network. When all the required nodes
are up and running, the business network archive must be installed on the Fabric peers
in order to deploy the business network; then the business network can be started, while
a new participant, identity, and associated card must be created to be the network
administrator. Finally, the network administrator business network card must be
imported for use, and the network can then be pinged to check it is responding. When a
new version of the business network needs to be deployed (i.e. a change in the
business logic, a new business function and others), the administrator can "upgrade"
the business network by changing manually the version, re-creating the archive file,
installing it and deploying it on the up and running peers.
Next, Hyperledger Composer can expose a REST API at port 3000 named
"Composer Rest Server". In this demonstrator, the Composer REST API is used to import
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randomly generated user data in JSON format (from www.json-generator.com) into the
blockchain business network. Prior to import, the generated data is hashed in order to
hide user's private data with a hash ID. For example, a user's email and password are
hashed creating the following hash ID:
CauJnUZTxtRKkx0BfUYPzbwnLPOW83uBZQ7xVGKC7Vc
Every user is imported in the blockchain network through the REST API and identified
only by their hash ID inside the network.
Using the REST API once again, the products (i.e. content provider videos) are
imported in the blockchain network and associated with a user (i.e. supplier) through
the previously configured Hyperledger Composer business logic.

4.1.3 Web Application
Finally, the GUI is using getmdl.io for the front-end template (i.e. html, css,
Javascript) and is created as a Node.js application which is used as a proxy for
accessing the blockchain business network. For simplicity, a local database storage is
used instead of a NoSQL database in order to store the user private data; an easy
asynchronous persistent Node.js data structure named "node-persist" (acts like the offchain database). Furthermore, a simplified HTTP request client with promise support
(i.e. Javascript) is used for HTTP requests to the blockchain API, whereas Javascript
'express' is the main framework of the server side application. When hashing user data
to produce the hash ID, the 'argon' crypto library is used.
So far we have referred to the package information of the whole demonstrator
and the technologies underneath it. In the next section, we present a simple tutorial that
deploys the demonstrator.

4.2

Installation Tutorial

4.2.1 Required tools
In order to run Hyperledger Composer and Fabric, it is recommended that the
following system requirements are pre-configured.
a. At least 4GB of memory.
b. Ubuntu Linux 16.04 LTS (64-bit) as operating system.
c. Docker Engine of version 17.03 or higher.
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Docker-Compose of version 1.8 or higher.
Node.js of version 8.9 or higher (Caution! version 9.x not supported).
npm of version v5.x.
git of version 2.9.x or higher.
Python of version 2.7.x.

Run: (the latest version of Hyperledger Composer is v0.19.9 at the time of
writing)
curl -O https://hyperledger.github.io/composer/latest/prereqs-ubuntu.sh
chmod u+x prereqs-ubuntu.sh
./prereqs-ubuntu.sh

4.2.2 Install Composer
To provide flexibility and enable the maximum number of development, testing
and deployment scenarios, Hyperledger Composer is delivered as a set of components
you can install with npm and control from the command line interface. They are the
Composer CLI, the Composer REST Server, the Hyperledger Composer Generator, the
Yeoman and the Composer Playground. Note that the last two are not in fact necessary
for the current demonstrator; however, it is better to have a complete Hyperledger
Composer Installation. The selected version is declared as shown in the following
commands (v0.19.9 here):
Run:
npm install -g composer-cli@0.19.9
npm install -g composer-rest-server@0.19.9
npm install -g generator-hyperledger-composer@0.19.9
npm install -g yo
npm install -g composer-playground@0.19.9

4.2.3 Install Fabric
Installing a local Hyperledger Fabric is necessary in order to obtain a local
runtime and deploy one or more business networks on it. The following commands
download and install Hyperledger Fabric v1.1:
Run:
mkdir ~/fabric-dev-servers && cd ~/fabric-dev-servers
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curl -O https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hyperledger/composertools/master/packages/fabric-dev-servers/fabric-dev-servers.tar.gz
tar -xvf fabric-dev-servers.tar.gz
cd ~/fabric-dev-servers
./downloadFabric.sh

4.2.4 Install MySQL
Installing MySQL Server is necessary for Blockchain Explorer to work. Blockchain
Explorer uses this database in order to represent the Hyperledger blockchain network in
a user friendly context. The following commands download and install MySQL Server:
Run:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install mysql-server -y
mysql_secure_installation
// To check if the installation succeeded.
service mysql status

4.2.5 Download and Run Demonstrator
The following steps help download the demonstrator from the GitHub of
Bloomen project and run it:
Run:
git clone https://github.com/bloomenio/demo5.git
cd demo5/
sudo apt-get update
./run-demo.sh &
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5

User Manual

For the application development we followed these user stories :
●
●
●
●

USHL01 - A user purchases a video.
USHL02 - A user changes their preferences.
USHL03 - A user transfers credits to another user.
USHL04 - A supplier user uploads a new video.

The following screenshots are taken in order to give a more practical perspective
of the demonstrator.

5.1

Landing page

On their homepage, a logged in user sees the proposed videos for purchasing.
When the user happens to be a supplier or consumer of a video, the video's price is
replaced by "OWNER" or "PURCHASED" labels accordingly.

Figure 3. The homepage tab. Landing page, homepage of a logged in supplier user.

Figure 3 shows the demonstrator's landing page, the homepage of a logged in
user and can be accessed by the tab below:
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5.2

User Videos

In "MY VIDEOS" tab, there is a list of all the purchased videos by the logged in
user. If this user happens to be a supplier as well, then their uploaded videos are also
displayed above the purchased ones.

Figure 4. The MY VIDEOS tab. The "MY VIDEOS" tab of a logged in supplier user displays their uploaded
content and their purchased content if any. When the user is only a consumer their purchased videos are
only displayed, if any.

Figure 4 shows the videos of a logged in supplier user and can be accessed by
the tab below:

More details on the user videos tab, especially when a user is also a supplier of
content, can be found on the Online Demonstrator section below where a supplier user
uploads new content.
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5.3

User Wallet

In the user's "WALLET" tab, the user is able to check their balance and to transfer
tokens to another user (by pasting the latter's hash ID; found in their URL) by clicking the
pink arrow shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 5. The WALLET tab. The "WALLET" tab of a logged in user displays their balance and their hash ID
(digital identity). It also allows them to transfer credits (tokens) to another user by pasting the latter's hash
ID (copied from the URL) and typing the number of credits.

Figure 5 represents the digital wallet of a user by displaying their balance and
hash ID. This is accessed by the tab below:

If a user has enough credits and wants to transfer an amount to another user,
then they paste the other user's hash ID and type the amount on the corresponding
fields and click the button below:
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More details on the wallet can be found on the Online Demonstrator section
below where a user transfers credits to another user.

5.4

User Profile

Next, there is the profile tab where the user is able to complete their personal
information in the "PROFILE INFO" section and choose which one if any could be visible
(associated with their hash ID) on the blockchain network in the "PREFERENCES"
section.

Figure 6. The PROFILE tab. The "PROFILE" tab of a logged in user displays
their personal information and their preferences.

Figure 6 represents the account settings of a user by displaying their personal
information and their preferences. It can be accessed by the tab below:
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More details on the profile tab can be found on the Online Demonstrator section
below where a user changes their preferences.

5.5

User List

Last but not least, when clicking the
on the up-left corner of any of the
mentioned pages, a list with all the registered users is displayed except the already
logged in one; this way browsing of different user accounts can be done.

Figure 7. The user list tab. In this demonstrator each user is considered already logged in.

Figure 7 shows the user list. Since in this demonstrator users are considered
already logged in, a list of them (suppliers and consumers) can be found when clicking
top left corner symbol:
.
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6

Licensing

The used components of Hyperledger Project and Docker are all under Apache License
2.0. Yeoman - used as business network generator - is released under a BSD license.

7

Online Demonstrator

A demonstrator of the described prototype can be found online at
demo5.bloomen.io with access credentials username: bloomen and password: secret.
The code is submitted in the project's Github github.com/bloomenio/demo5.
The next sections contain a demonstration of the different user stories.

7.1

USHL01 - A user purchases content.

When a user clicks the "BUY <price>" button on a video, an intermediate dialog
opens in order to confirm or to cancel the purchase of the video.

Figure 8. Purchasing content. User Weiss Diaz is purchasing "How Many Things Are There?" video.
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When "BUY" button of the intermediate dialog is selected, a transaction is
submitted on the Hyperledger blockchain network, the balances of the buyer and the
owner are properly changed and finally the video is shown in user's "MY VIDEOS" tab
"PURCHASED" section.

Figure 9. After purchased content. After purchase,
video's price is replaced by "PURCHASED" tag (up-right corner video).

Afterwards, when a user accesses their "MY VIDEOS" tab, the purchased video can be
found there.
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Figure 10. Display purchased content. After purchasing, Weiss Diaz is able to see her newly purchased
video added in her "MY VIDEOS" tab.

Note that apart from the consumer role, Weiss Diaz is also a supplier and her
uploaded videos are displayed in her "MY VIDEOS" tab as well.

7.2

USHL02 - A user changes their preferences.

The most important feature of the deliverable is the way that Anonymous
Personalization implementation happens. This screenshot directly couples the
definition and the goal of the Anonymous Personalization Services.
In the "PROFILE" tab, the user can select what kind of information is let visible to
the blockchain network; only their hash ID and selected preferences can be visible
inside the blockchain network. This way any consumer can receive from suppliers
personalized product offers, advertising and others that is only related to their selected
preferences without revealing their real identity. If no preference is selected as visible,
then the user's hash ID is the only information that the supplier or any other participant
of the blockchain network learns about this user.
User Weiss Diaz selects a preference by coloring it in cyan. In the beginning,
"company" preference is not selected:
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Figure 11. Display profile, without "company" preference selected.

In the screenshot below, the "company" preference becomes selected by user
Weiss Diaz:

Figure 12. Display profile, with "company" preference selected.
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Naturally, before the user enters the blockchain network, their true identification
(as a legal participant) has already happened. Their real identity is about to be stored in
an off-chain database owned by one or more content providers. This way two things
happen:
I.
the legality of a consumer is validated
II. the content provider can personalize content, advertising and others in a user
according to the latter's visible preferences; never the user's real identity.
In this demonstrator, the real identity of a user is stored on a Node.js server
through the use of easy asynchronous persistent Node.js data structure named "nodepersist" for simplicity ("node-persist" acts like the off-chain database).
○ Once again note that the hash ID of the user can be related with their
company name inside the permissioned blockchain network of
Hyperledger. The real identity of the user cannot be related with their hash
ID inside the blockchain network as it is stored off-chain.

7.3

USHL03 - A user transfers credits to another user.

A user can transfer credits to another user on their "WALLET" tab by:
1. entering the other user's hash ID (easily found on the user's URL)
2. entering the amount they want to transfer
3. clicking the

button.
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Figure 13. Token transfer. Here, user Weiss Diaz transfers 10 credits to user Murray Cervantes.

After the transfer, the blockchain transaction is shown in both the transaction
histories of the sender and the receiver, see Figures 12a and 12b below:

Figure 14a. Transaction history. Sender Weiss Diaz has 10 less credits.
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Figure 14b. Transaction history. Receiver Murray Cervantes has 10 more credits.

7.4

USHL04 - A supplier user uploads new content.

A user with a supplier role is able to upload a youtube video of their choice by
providing its URL, a name, a description and an offer price. This uploading can be
completed with the following button:

The uploading will be recorded as a blockchain transaction.
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Figure 15. Uploading new content. Supplier user Weiss Diaz uploads a new video.

In Figure 15, when a supplier user uploads new content, a new blockchain
transaction is submitted on the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain ledger.

Figure 16. Uploaded new content. When the content is uploaded, a blockchain transaction is recorded and
displayed as an uploaded video of the supplier user on the latter's "MY VIDEOS" tab.
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8

Plan for Next Iteration - Conclusions

The plan for the next iteration is mostly changing the technical implementation of
the demonstrator so that it is closer to a production environment. Node.js "node-persist"
could be replaced by MongoDB or IPFS database storage structures. This way more
data such as users and products will be able to flow into the demonstrator and simulate
better real circumstances.
Anonymous personalization over open, trustless media platforms focuses on the
way that identity management is going to be regulated inside business blockchain
networks. Blockchain networks are not anonymised by default but with the right use of
permissioned blockchains together with proper identity handling anonymisation inside
business blockchain networks becomes feasible.
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